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Sex: Very secret exercise 
 

When you are young, you are in love and you do it everywhere. Then you do it once a week or once a 
month, then once a year, then only you talk about it. And that’s the story of your love. That is your juice, 
energy, neurons, semen, bindu. Sex is nothing but a mucus-game, one pulls himself and plays in the 
pool, and it is … for the adjustment, if not scientifically done. If sexual rhythm is not right, or sexual 
intercourse is not properly preceded by stages and increased by potentiality and performed by 
absolutely by the steps of the waves required to be, it is more harmful to body, mind and soul. 
1’25…(Gurmuki ) It reduces the body and makes it cripple. Sex is not a bad thing folks, and sexual 
intercourse is not wrong. But when it is not properly stimulated and not properly adjusted and not 
properly taken care of, it damages the body exactly 11.000 times more per stroke 1’45. Either you are 
worried, or in a hurry, or you have to do it, or it has to happen, or quick, or this or that.  
First, if you have sex, you should always have an empty stomach. Secondly, the performance should start 
72 hours befor sensual interlock happens and it must go for 4 to 5 hours. How many of you know that can 
effect? All you know is up-down, strain-out. That is called in our science bucket-sex. Beyond that I don’t 
think you have any kind of sex. Some strips in, and some sperma go in, and that causes pregnancy and 
that’s in our world a sexual thing. Your physical love is very damaging, it creates an imbalance. While in 
a sexual intercourse, you mess up your structure. And mostly people have back-pain, and hip-pain and 
chest-pain, the whole thing is a mess.  
Finally they have concluded, that even Rishis, people who are in ecstasy, they have to write books on 
sex, there was no way that mankind could understand that without teaching humans really seize up sex, 
they can’t ever be healthy, they can’t ever be happy, they can’t ever be together. That is the law of sex 
which you call love. I’ll ask you one question: when you are 18 you go out and get everything; what 
happens when you are 80? You can’t even see with glasses, you have to have a microscope to put it in, 
you don’t know what you are doing. Because you did not create yourself. Ungrated living is the life of a 
prostitute and a destitute.  
You do not understand the very pulse in you, the pulse in you is by the bindu. The Bindu, which in that 
little mucus is the aura of that ejaculation, is in every pulse of the body, is in every molecule and cell of 
the body. So it is not something you can fool around with. Most relationships become possessive, of 
children, of territory, some kind of war starts, territorial war they call it. There is never a understanding 
of ecstasy, of  two energies meet, a mountain happens, no, here two energies meet, a gorge happens. 
That’s why a normal sexual relationship is just to satisfy neurosis. Once in Amsterdam I interviewed 
prostitutes why they are doing it. The main answer was, our parents did not support us and tell us what to 
do, so we are doing what we think we can do. All we have is our body, we are selling our body, that’s it. 
They are mad at themselves, or father or circumstances, and that lets them live that way. They never 
thought that their live is also important. Second worst thing is when you flirt, you are never alert. An un-
alert person is never wise. But if you are alert, you cannot flirt. But you will flirt, because that’t the way 
you communicate. Your communication is not based on wisdom, truth, reality and love, and exstasy, 
your communication is based on getting each other. These are technological, sociological mistakes 
humans dwell themselves with.  
Ok, one goes out, likes a woman, wants her; maybe in 6 or 8 months or a year he succeeds. They are not 
animals that she is in heat, he is in heat, it’s not by time-cycles, it is by sense-cycles! Humans are sense-
cycled. That’s the tragedy of it. Now then he gets that girl after 18 months, and they are in love, and they 
have intercourse and they are in ecstasy. But he forgot that 18 months he chased her. And for 18 months 
now she has a habit to be chased. And when she doesn’t find that power of chase she is amazed, she 
misses the chase. She did not give in to him, she gave in to that chase! You never love anybody by the 
power and strength of yourself, you always love somebody by the strength of purpose. And anybody 
who loves for a purpose, your life is running to hell and you’ll end up as empty shell. That’s why love by 
purpose and love by projection is the most dirty act of the human body.  
Let’s come to nitty-gritty. And nitty-gritty is man is a social animal and wants to be loved, but man has a 
lot of society within himself. If that is not recognized, man is very fond of his prestige and status, self-
consciousness and honour. Your inner-core habit will not go. If your inner-core habit is you are in love, 
you shall be graceful. If your inner-core habit is that your love is conditional projection, all we call it 
conditional love, you shall be disgraceful by your own action. It can not be separated. It’s a bargain, it’s 
a business, it has no meaning. And those people who project their aura for love, must understand a story: 
In the rodeo the men on the horses go after the calves. They have the rope, tye the calve, and win. After 
that, when they release the calve, the calve never goes after the man. That’s how it is when you put the 
psyche and you play the aura and you put your string around the psyche of another person, and you may 



conquer. But you have established hate right there and then. Because every control means you have to 
carry the weight. Wherever love is not a normal flow and by nature is not an infinite reality, it shall tear 
you up one way or the other.  
 
So tonight we would like to understand that love where we can be clean and clear like crystal and still be 
social and amazing people. It’s a very powerful and secret exercise, so please make it in a very sacred 
manner.  
20 + 11  minutes : 

16’00  
The moment you are in the right position and space, your hand will start tickling. Just put your palms 
against the universe and just concentrate, concentrate on the palms.  
Close your eyes, concentrate on your chin, and totally, specifically let every part of the Tattwa touch the 
palm of your hand.  
19’50 music starts Narayan 
Keep the body under control.  
33’35 Concentrate, penetrate the tenth body, the magnetic shield, hold and shield the body.  
34’30 Jai Te Gung  
Now pump the navel. It will spread the energy to every rhythm. Every lid of the body, pull hard.  
41’30 Inhale deep and hold the navel in, squeeze the spine from the base to the top. 3x 
 
Sat Nam 


